invite members to farm bureau annual meetings

wednesday, nov. 9

11th annual meeting

state farm insurance companies agents

10:00 a.m. - luncheon
11:00 a.m. - presentation of resolutions
1:30 p.m. - report by the executive secretary, mr. clark c. brown
2:00 p.m. - annual meeting

thursday evening

young women's division

four groups to meet november 9-10 and 11

three day program of business and entertainment includes good speakers, annual dinners and social events

from 300 to 600 delegates and visitors will attend each of the four groups which will meet at the farm bureau in ann arbor groups at Lansing and east Lansing, November 9-10. The farm bureau is preparing to entertain the largest conventions in its history.

the principal convention will be the annual meeting of the Michigan State Farm Bureau membership at the Union building college, thursday and friday, Nov. 10 and 11. Some 600 voting delegates are expected at the meeting of the parent organization. They will come from 34 county farm bureaus and 139 associated farmers elevators, creameries and grain elevators.

On wednesday, Nov. 9, 350 State Farm Bureau insurance agents for the State farm Mutual and State Farm Life Insurance Companies will hold their annual meeting at the State college Union.

Also, on Nov. 9 the 139 farmers' co-operative and stock holding farmers' co-operative services will meet with the State Farm Bureau at the Farm bureau building in Lansing for the annual meeting and social event.

Friday, Nov. 11, probably 600 delegates and members of the Junior Farm Bureau will hold their one day meeting at the State college Union.

Each of these meetings will present speakers who are authorities in their respective fields. Reports and other communications will be presented during the following year. Reports of progress and recommendations for the future for the executive secretary will be presented to the Farm Bureau Group.

To ask Legislator

Due to the high cost of living, many Michigan farmers are finding it difficult to make ends meet. A quarterly report to the farmers' co-operative services is the only way to keep the farmers informed.

Farm Bureau Radio

Farms women planning to attend the Farm bureau meeting at the Union building Friday, Nov. 9, will be able to hear the latest news on farm matters in the state college Union. Mrs. W. C. Ogg of the Washington office will also be there to give advice.

Junior Farm Bureau Radio

Junior Farm Bureau members will also get a chance to hear the latest news on farm matters. The special program will be broadcast on the Farm bureau building at 3 p.m. on Nov. 9.

Maurice Coombs

Maurice Coombs, one of the first Michigan farmers to use the new farm bureau system, was recently interviewed by a reporter for a story appearing in the farm bureau bulletin.

In his interview, Mr. Coombs discussed the benefits of the new system and the importance of keeping up to date with the latest news on farm matters.

In summary, the four groups to meet November 9-10 and 11 will provide an excellent opportunity for Michigan farmers to come together and discuss the latest news on farm matters. The annual meetings will be held at the Union building college, Thursday and Friday, Nov. 10 and 11. The events will include luncheons, presentations of resolutions, and reports by the executive secretary. The evening meetings will feature young women's division and reports of the executive secretary. The final day will feature the annual meeting of the State Farm Bureau insurance agents.
Burying a Stone

Potter, a son of the Potter family, was a well-known character in the town. He was a man of few words, but his death left an indelible mark on the community.

The Potter family had been living in the area for generations, and their name was synonymous with strength and resilience. Potter was a man of simple pleasures, content with his life and the life of his family. His passing was mourned by all who knew him, and the town came together to honor his memory.

The Potter family was known for their love of nature and their respect for the land. Potter was particularly fond of the local water source, a small stream that ran through the center of town. He would often sit by the stream, lost in thought, and it was said that he could hear the whispers of the river.

After Potter's death, his family decided to honor him by building a stone commemorating his life. The stone was placed near the stream, where Potter had spent so much of his life.

The stone was inscribed with the words, "In memory of Potter, a man of simplicity and strength. May his spirit guide us all.

The stone stands as a testament to Potter's legacy, a reminder of the power of simple living and the importance of nature in our lives.
FARM BUREAU AGRICULTURAL INSURANCE
43,213 CARS
Farmers Trained as Agents by Bureau for Better Farm Ability

The Michigan State Farm Bureau is conducting a survey of the State Mutual Agricultural Insurance Co., having been authorized by the National Farm Bureau to investigate agents.\textcopyright\, 1938, State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., bloomington, Illinois.

MICHIGAN FARM NEWS

Facts Often Explode Best Political Argument

The Michigan State Farm Bureau is conducting a survey of the State Mutual Agricultural Insurance Co., having been authorized by the National Farm Bureau to investigate agents.

Cheery Things and Tomato Big Items in 1938

Late Fruits Cut Down Pack of Farm Bureau Products Co. Last Year

Washington The 1937 crop of eastern and western United States is expected to be the best since 1937, reaching a total of 34,000,000 tons. This is an increase of over 10 per cent above the 1937 crop of 30,000,000 tons.
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A Study of the Co-operative Movement Here and Abroad

By J. F. YOUNGE
Director of Membership Relations

The co-operative movement is a concept that has been around for centuries. It is based on the idea of pooling resources and working together to achieve a common goal. In the United States, the co-operative movement began in the late 19th century, primarily with the formation of co-operative consumer associations and credit unions. The movement gained momentum during the early 20th century, with the creation of co-operative wholesale organizations and the expansion of co-operative marketing. Today, the co-operative movement is a significant force in many industries, including agriculture, retail, finance, and health care. This article will explore the history of the co-operative movement, its current state, and its future potential.

The Co-operative Movement in the United States

The co-operative movement in the United States began in the late 1800s, with the formation of the National Cooperative Research Association in 1886. This organization aimed to promote the principles of co-operation and improve the economic conditions of farmers and workers. In the early 1900s, the movement gained momentum, with the establishment of the Reorganized Farmers' Alliance in 1903. This organization advocated for the formation of co-operative marketing and credit unions.

The co-operative movement continued to grow throughout the 20th century, with the creation of the United States Co-operative Union in 1946. This organization worked to promote the principles of co-operation, education, and awareness of the benefits of co-operative organizations. Today, the co-operative movement in the United States is a diverse and dynamic force, with thousands of co-operative organizations serving millions of members.

The Co-operative Movement Abroad

The co-operative movement is not limited to the United States. It has a long and rich history in many countries around the world. In Canada, for example, the co-operative movement began in the late 19th century, with the establishment of the Nova Scotia Co-operative Union in 1879. This organization worked to promote the principles of co-operation and improve the economic conditions of farmers and workers.

In Sweden, the co-operative movement began in the early 1900s, with the formation of the Swedish Co-operative Union in 1906. This organization worked to promote the principles of co-operation, education, and awareness of the benefits of co-operative organizations.

Today, the co-operative movement is a significant force in many countries around the world, with thousands of co-operative organizations serving millions of members. The movement continues to grow, with new co-operative organizations forming and existing ones expanding their reach.

Conclusion

The co-operative movement is a powerful force for change, both in the United States and around the world. It offers a path to economic empowerment and social justice, and it continues to evolve and adapt to new challenges and opportunities. As we look to the future, the co-operative movement will likely continue to play a significant role in shaping the economic landscape of our world.

The Future of the Co-operative Movement

The future of the co-operative movement is bright. As the world becomes increasingly interconnected, the co-operative movement will continue to play a key role in promoting economic development, social justice, and environmental sustainability. The movement will likely continue to evolve and adapt to new challenges and opportunities, with new co-operative organizations forming and existing ones expanding their reach.

In summary, the co-operative movement is a powerful force for change, both in the United States and around the world. It offers a path to economic empowerment and social justice, and it continues to evolve and adapt to new challenges and opportunities. As we look to the future, the co-operative movement will likely continue to play a significant role in shaping the economic landscape of our world.
ARE FARM PRICES TOO HIGH?

Editor Clifford Gregory
Asks Wisconsin Leaders What They Mean

In addressing the American Business
Men's Association last May, Dean Orchard
of the University of Wisconsin, said that
"it was time we put the farmer first in our
economic planning." This II week he be
came the first man to receive the A.B.M.A.
 この Letters Award for "best paper of the
year." It is a question of the fundamentals
which govern our farm economy. And it is
a subject which we are all concerned with.

In his book, "The Economics of the Farm
Business," Dean Orchard analyzed the
farm problem and outlined a plan of action
that he believes would be of benefit to all.

While Agriculture is a Problem of
Economic Planning

Dean Orchard stated that agriculture is
seen as a problem of economic planning.
He pointed out that the farm problem is
not just a matter of production, but also
a problem of marketing, storage, and
management. He argued that the
andinstitutionalindustriesanagricultural
Industrial Farm Help Programs are beneficial
from the increased purchase of farm products in our economic
structure. These programs are aimed at helping farmers find
a market for their produce, and they are instrumental in
increasing the supply of agricultural products.

In an address on national agricultural legislation, Mr.
Ogg asked that judgment as to the value of the national
farm program should be based on facts alone, a difficult
undertaking in the face of the propaganda being circulated in
an election year.

No recommendations were made by the convention
delegates attending these meetings. There was full
discussion, but action was reserved until all delegates assembled
at the annual Farm Bureau convention Nov. 10, 1938.

We present excerpts from Mr. Ogg's discussion
and the reciprocal trade agreements and the AAA of 1938-
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The check list below will help you check your work. We'll gladly send you free plans for
ourselves. We'll teach you the job.

---

Junior Farm Bureau

Personal Gossip About Young People

At the close of the Fall Poultry Show at
Beavercreek, Ohio, on Oct. 31, the
Michigan Junior Farm Bureau will
conclude its annual convention and
program at the Hotel Continental in
Lansing, Monday morning, Nov. 7.

This is a time for action, our
committee had made it a point to
have everything ready for the
meeting. The Junior Farm Bureau is
planning to make the Michigan
Junior Farm Bureau the best in the
nation. The Junior Farm Bureau has
been the driving force behind the
M.I.T. State Farm Bureau, and this
year's convention will be a
memorable one for the Junior
Farm Bureau.

How Farm-ops

How Farm-ops

In the words of the IIIrd edition of the
"Farm-ops," a publication of the
Farm Bureau, "The farm-ops is a
publication of the Farm Bureau for
farmers. It is a practical guide to
farm management and is intended to
be a practical aid to farmers in the
management of their farms."

Farm-ops, a practical guide to farm management, is intended to be a
practical aid to farmers in the management of their farms. Farm-ops
publishes articles on all aspects of farm management, including
agricultural, marketing, and financial topics.

The Farm Bureau is a national organization of farmers in the United
States. It is dedicated to improving the economic well-being of
farmers and rural communities.

THERE'S A SECOND HELPING
at the ELEVATOR EXCHANGE TABLE

FOR 18 YEARS the Elevator Exchange has
brought farmers and elevator operators
a market for their grain, beans, and
seed. It's simple and easy to build with
concrete. It's strong and long-lasting. It's
an easy and inexpensive way to build a
storage facility for your grain.

The Martin Steel Products Co.

Michigan Elevator Exchange

The Martin Steel Products Co.

MICHIGAN ELEVATOR EXCHANGE

OFFICES...221 NORTH CEDAR ST., LANSING, MICH

---

A business sponsored by

---

---

---
**FOR GOOD, LOWER COST FEEDS**

Balance Your Farm Grains with **FARM BUREAU CONCENTRATES**

**Grinding and Mixing Service**

Bring your shelled corn, heavy oats, barley and wheat to your Farm Bureau dealer for grinding and mixing with Farm Bureau dairy and poultry feed concentrates.

**WE RECOMMEND THESE FORMULAS:**

**10% LAYING MASH**

- 100 lbs. of MERMASH BALANCER 5% protein mixed with 200 lbs. of the following ground corn-grain mixture will supply eggs for
  - 100 lbs. corn, 200 lbs. wheat, 50 lbs. oats.

**10% LAYING MASH**

- 100 lbs. of FLAKE BEEF POULTRY SUPPLEMENT 15% protein mixed with 300 lbs. of the following ground corn-grain mixture will supply eggs for
  - 100 lbs. Corn, 100 lbs. Oats, 100 lbs. Wheat, 50 lbs. Barley.

**16% DAIRY (with Clover hay)**

- 100 lbs. dry mixture farm grains.
- 100 lbs. Milkmaker 34% or Mermaid Balancer 32% mixed with 300 lbs. feed.

**18% DAIRY**

- 100 lbs. dry mixture farm grains.
- 100 lbs. Milkmaker 34% or Mermaid Balancer 32% mixed with 300 lbs. feed.

**With Clover hay use 106 lbs. of farm grains and 100 lbs. of MERMASH. Make on 5% protein feed.**

---

**MERMASH Has What It Takes to PRODUCE EGGS!**

On the Henry Van Sickle farm, the hens were divided into two pens of 90 each. The group fed Mermash produced 332 eggs in 12 days. The other group on another mash produced 427 eggs in 12 days.

Each group of hens was fed one-half mash and one-half grain at the rate of 25 pounds of feed per day per 100 hens. In 12 days the Mermash group got 135 pounds of Mermash and produced 8% more dozen eggs. At 30 cents per dozen, the Mermash group produced $2.62 MORE INCOME IN 12 DAYS.

With eggs at 30 cents per dozen, Mermash returned $1.94 more per cent, to Mr. Van Sickle than the second feed did.

**CO-OP FARMERS FIND MERMASH A PROFITABLE FEED!**

**SEED**

**We buy and clean seed**

**WE BUY MICHIGAN**

- For alfalfa, red clover, alf- and sweet clover seeds. Send us 6 ounce representative sample for bid. Take equal amounts from each bag to make mixture, from which to take sample.

Let us clean your seeds in our modern plant. Very reasonable charges. Send sample and we will advise cleaning needed and price. Have seed cleaned early. Our cleaning service ends December 31.

**Change to Farm Bureau WINTER OILS**

Farm Bureau wax-free, zero motor oils make starting easy. They lubricate perfectly with high and low temperatures. They are priced attractively.

**Farm Bureau's Reliable Radiator ANTI-FREEZE**

Two Horse Spreaders

- 1. NORWAY
- 2. UNITED

**FARM BUREAU BRAND SUPPLIES AT 300 FARMERS ELEVATORS**

**FARM BUREAU SERVICES, LANSING, MICHIGAN**

---

**MARKET YOUR CREAM THROUGH A PRODUCERS' CREAMERY**

**MID-WEST PRODUCE CREAMERY, INC.**

**INDIANA**

- Norfolk-Penn Scow Co., Inc.
- Greencastle Creamery
- Farmers Creamery

**MICHIGAN**

- Michigan Dairy Products Co.
- St. Louis Creamery

**We make 26,000,000 pounds of butter ANNUALLY**

---

**FOR THE FACT THIS FALL that for the first ten months of 1938 we have had the largest production of milk and butter on record for any similar period in the history of the industry.**

Present prices for butter can be increased. How? Increase the consumption of butter! This will reduce the surplus. This is a matter in which the producers of butter can take a hand. Producers and their families can do it.

If every family were to increase its consumption of butter by one pound a week, the price depression would disappear. Rapidly. We need to patronize our own business—and generally.

---

**WE CAN INCREASE THE PRICE FOR BUTTER**

---
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